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Abstract

The well-publicized deaths of several African Americans—Tamir Rice, Philando Castile and Alton Sterling among others—at the hands of police stem from tragic interactions predicated upon well-understood practices that police scholars have been analyzing since the 1950s. The symbolic assailant, a construct created by police scholar Jerome Skolnick in the mid-1960s to identify persons whose behavior and characteristics the police view as threatening is especially relevant to contemporary policing. This Article explores the societal roots of the creation of a Black symbolic assailant in contemporary American policing. The construction of African American men as symbolic assailants is one of the most important factors characterizing police interaction with African American males. This is not a one size fits all approach to blackness. As the Article discusses, police officers’ treatment of African American women is also fraught, but markedly different. I argue that current strategies for ending police violence do not sufficiently address the prominence of the symbolic assailant in proactive policing strategies. This Article suggests an unusual solution to commonly understood mechanisms of addressing police violence. Based on my experience with police who had productive relationships with crime victims of color, I suggest a reorientation of policing practices predicated on a more reactive model of policing.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the shooting of Michael Brown by police officer Darren Wilson in August 2014, the media has reported a number of lightning-fast shootings by police after they receive a 911 call reporting that an individual is carrying a gun. One of the most publicized of these cases
in November 2014 involved 12-year-old Tamir Rice. Rice was playing with an airsoft-type gun1 outside the Cudell Recreation Center on Cleveland’s West Side.2 Responding to a 911 call reporting an individual in the park carrying a gun, two Cleveland police officers reported to the scene. Officer Timothy Loehmann shot Rice twice at point blank range within two seconds of arriving at the location.3 Though Cleveland police officers are trained in first aid, Loehmann made no effort to try to save Rice’s life. Rice died the next day.

When they receive a report of a gun, police do not always respond by shooting. Consider the case of E.J. “Junior” Walters which occurred about a month before Rice was shot, on October 23, 2014, just a few states away from Cleveland in Church Hill, Tennessee. Walters, a white man who had previously been arrested for road rage against a detective, cursed at two individuals and accosted them with a pistol tucked into his belt.4 One of the victims called 911 and gave a description of Walters.5 Officer David Benton observed Walters, who was reportedly not wearing his seatbelt as he drove his car, cross the center line several times. Officer Benton then signaled for Walters to stop the car and approached Walters’ car on foot.6 Because of the 911 report of the gun, Benton asked Walters to exit the car. Walters allegedly refused, and Benton, accompanied by several other police officers, physically removed Walters from the vehicle and arrested

---

1 Rice was playing with an airsoft-type gun. These guns, which shoot plastic pellets, are not manufactured to kill or injure. Though some may resist calling them toys, they are used for play by children, adult recreation, and even by law enforcement for training exercises. Tierney Sneed, Police Shootings Involving Toy Guns Spur Push for Regulation, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT (Nov. 28, 2014, 7:00 AM), http://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2014/11/28/after-john-crawford-and-tamir-rice-ohio-lawmaker-seeks-to-regulate-toy-guns.


3 Id. at 4.


5 Id.

6 Id.
him. No shots were fired.

These two incidents display drastically different approaches to 911 reports of a male with a gun. In the first, a Black youth with what is essentially a toy gun is shot two seconds after police arrive at the scene. In the second incident, a middle-aged white man with a history of assaulting police officers, who threatened someone with an actual firearm, ignored police orders to step out of the car, and was taken into custody without officers discharging their weapons.

Officers’ duty to the public, and to themselves, is to preserve life. In keeping with these goals, one might assume that officers’ base the use of force they employ in any given circumstance on the level of danger presented by the situations that they encounter. Take the two situations reported above—involving Tamir Rice and the case of E.J. Walters. Considering all of the facts of each case known to the two officers as they approached the potentially dangerous situations, one might have assumed that the second case, involving Walters was more threatening than the case involving Rice, and thus required a lower level of force. In the case of Walters, the actions known to the officer included the behavior of the suspect and the criminal history of violence.

The two different outcomes—the violent man with a history of assault known to threaten both police officers and civilians escaping harm and the twelve-year-old without a record being instantly shot dead seem inexplicable. Pure racism on the part of the officers is just too simple an explanation for the officer’s behavior. The overall purpose of this Article is to explain the difference in the Ohio and Tennessee officers’ behavior by placing each of the reactions to the suspects squarely in the context of policing. For both black and white suspects the outcomes in their treatment depend heavily on how racialized policing has developed in the twenty-first century.

The roots of the explanation for the difference in police behavior lie deep within constructs that have developed over the last fifty years. One of the most important constructs in this regard is the concept of the symbolic assailant identified by Jerome Skolnick in the mid-

---

7 Id.
In this Article, I argue policing constructs developed in response to the idea of the Black symbolic assailant are crucial factors in the difference between officers’ approaches to Rice and to Walters. Given police practices that have developed undergirded by the idea of the symbolic assailant, I contend that the instantaneous police shooting of Tamir Rice was predictable. At the same time, the kid gloves approached Walters was understandable. Though police practices around the country have worsened toward African-Americans since the 1960s in the Article, the idea of the symbolic assailant still has a practical life in police department procedures in cities around the country. The symbolic assailant provides a working explanation for police behavior in a wide variety of cases involving African Americans. That being said, I argue that the symbolic assailant—a useful concept in its day—has come unmoored from its original empirical underpinnings particularly with respect to African-Americans. Recent shootings of African Americans by the police and other rarely discussed racialized policing activities are clear signs that “blackness” has become the symbolic assailant.

This Article will proceed in the following manner. In Part I, I will describe the fifty-year-old concept of the symbolic assailant, an important organizing feature in how scholars have understood police work. Part II will address the idea of race and the symbolic assailant, using research on discriminatory policing practices from around the country to emphasize transformation of the symbolic assailant over the last fifty years. I argue that, due in part to the adoption of “Broken Windows” policing, police practices with respect to the symbolic assailant have undergone a transformation since the late 1960s. What was once a layered, empirical approach to policing discrete situations has become a narrow concept relying exclusively on the race of the suspect often to the exclusion of other factors commonly associated with good policing. Part III will focus on solutions aimed at displacing the centrality of the symbolic assailant in policing practices.

PART I. THE CREATION OF THE SYMBOLIC ASSAILANT

A. The Sociology of Police Work

Since the mid-1950s, those who study the police have struggled to understand the conditions under which officers carry out their duties. Empirical work examining the police has focused on police officers,
who face the task of maintaining order and insuring citizens’ compliance with the law, particularly in the midst of constitutional limits on the use of force.\(^{10}\) Police difficulty in balancing the challenge of maintaining order while enforcing the law is compounded at various points by the vagueness of the legal dictates which they are charged with enforcing.\(^{11}\)

In deciding whether to enforce the law against citizens, police scholars have also identified police discretion—the ability of police to decide whether to invoke the law—as critical.\(^{12}\) Police discretion not to enforce the law is largely accepted because of the assumption that resources prevent the enforcement of the law in every circumstance in which it is violated.\(^{13}\) For instance, Egon Bittner’s investigation of the policing of “skid row” revealed that patrol officers coped with the difficulty of maintaining order not by invoking the law, but rather by relying on a richly particularized knowledge of the people in the area and using an aggressively personal approach in scrutinizing individuals.\(^{14}\) In this regard, the officers’ behavior may have been in conflict with constitutional protections.\(^{15}\) Nonetheless, officers defended their behavior by insisting that their response was appropriate given the particular norms of the (skid row) society they were policing.\(^{16}\)

Using data collected by the American Bar Foundation, Joseph Goldstein studied the manner in which police officers elect not to enforce the law in three discrete contexts: 1) drug laws; 2) cases of felony sexual assault; and 3) gambling laws. Goldstein found that there are many situations in which the law is not followed. This is not a minor issue. Police decisions to not enforce the law may undermine legislative intent and are largely invisible—unseen by the public, not subject to judicial scrutiny, nor to public policy debates. Goldstein cited the importance of behavior not to enforce the law ultimately, because of this police behavior in this context, “largely determines the

\(^{10}\) Jeannine Bell, POLICE AND POLICING LAW (2004).
\(^{11}\) Id.
\(^{13}\) See, e.g., JOHN KLEINIG, THE ETHICS OF POLICING 86 (1996).
\(^{15}\) See id. at 714–715.
\(^{16}\) See id. at 715.
outer limits of law enforcement.”

Police discretion to enforce the law is an issue of the utmost importance to democratic government. Most democracies, the United States included, mandate equal application of the law. This is particularly true in the case of the criminal law where punishment can result in financial penalty or the loss of one’s freedom. If the law that is ultimately enforced is determined by police discretion, it is critical to discern which groups, if any, are disfavored, and tend to find themselves the subject of police scrutiny.

In democratic societies, there is an ideological conflict between the order that officers are charged with maintaining and rules requiring accountability to the rule of law. This conflict means that the police must serve in the alternate roles as rule enforcer, father, friend, social servant, moralist, street fighter, marksman and an officer of the law. The end result is a perfect storm for diminishing officers’ adherence to legal rules. Officers’ stake in maintaining their authority, their socialization, and the pressure to find violators of the law, combined with the invisibility of the work they perform, all means that the law is less likely to be followed.

B. The Role of Race in Policing

Police scholars studying the role that race plays in policing quickly established that African Americans have been subjected to racially discriminatory policing. Some of the earliest socio-legal research, undertaken in the 1950s and 1960s, revealed that the police enforced the law differently in Black communities than they did in white communities. One example of this research deals with police attitudes toward minorities. Researchers have found that police officers, the majority of whom are white, hold biased views about African Americans.

17 Goldstein, supra note 12, at 54.
20 Skolnick, supra note 9, at 17.
21 Id. at 231.
22 See also Victor E. Kappeler, Richard D. Sluder, & Geoffrey P. Alpert, Forces of Deviance: Understanding The Dark Side of Policing (2d ed. 1998); John Van Maanen, The Asshole, in Policing: A View From The Street 221 (Peter K.
There is significant contemporary data showing widespread racial discrimination in policing practices documented both by the Justice Department and by police scholars. Since 2010, the Justice Department’s pattern or practice investigations have found racial discrimination in police departments around the country, including: East Haven, Connecticut; Beacon, New York; Orange County, Florida; Warren, Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio; New Orleans, Louisiana; Missoula, Montana; and Seattle, Washington.

One the most recent pattern or practices investigations occurred in Ferguson, Missouri. The Justice Department found that the Ferguson police treated African-Americans differently at every level. They were arrested more. They got more tickets. They even were bitten by police dogs more. Of the fifteen times Ferguson police dogs have bitten people, ALL were African-Americans victims.

In studying police practices in cities and towns around the country scholars found that the practices used by police officers in Ferguson, Missouri existed in other places as well. Numerous studies have found significant racial disparities in police stops all over the United States. These racial disparities are important because of the breadth


24 Rather than being considered a full list, these cities should be considered the tip of the iceberg. This list doesn’t include cities like Detroit whose consent decrees started before 2010, or places like Oakland, where 100 plaintiffs in a single lawsuit argued that police violated their rights. Relying exclusively on the Department of Justice (DOJ) determination that there is a pattern and practice of racialized policing is also likely to miss many cities where there has been a problem. For instance, Stephen Rushin argues that the DOJ has been far too conservative. Stephen Rushin, Structural Reform Litigation in American Police Departments, 99 MINN. L. REV. 1343, 1415–16 (2015).


of locales in which they were found to exist.

Police scholars have identified significant racial disparities in police stops in large, racially diverse American cities such as New York\textsuperscript{27} and Los Angeles.\textsuperscript{28} Racially discriminatory policing, however, is not limited to a particular area of the country. Though such procedures may be less surprising in Southern states like Louisiana,\textsuperscript{29} they also occur in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions of the country\textsuperscript{30} as well as Midwestern cities like Wichita, Kansas,\textsuperscript{31} and St. Louis, Missouri.\textsuperscript{32} Finally, the type of police department is not necessarily determinative of finding racially disparate treatment. Police scholars have identified racial disparities in investigative stops in established, traditional, ethnic departments like that of Boston\textsuperscript{33} and as well as progressive reform-oriented police departments in the Kansas City area.

Racially biased policing is at odds not only with the legal mandate for


\textsuperscript{28} See IAN AYRES & JONATHAN BOROFSKY, ACLU S. CAL., A STUDY OF RACIALLY DISPARATE OUTCOMES IN THE LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT (2008).

\textsuperscript{29} Jim Ruiz & Matthew Woessner, Profiling Cajun Style: Racial and Demographic Profiling in Louisiana’s War on Drugs, 8 INT’L J. POL. SCI. & MGMT. 176 (2006).


\textsuperscript{31} Brian Winthrow, Race-Based Policing: a Descriptive Analysis of the Wichita Stop Study, 5 POLICE PRAC. & RES. 223 (2004).

\textsuperscript{32} Jeff Rojek, Richard Rosenfeld & Scott Decker, The Influence of Drivers Race on Traffic Stops in Missouri, 7 POLICE Q. 126 (2004).

\textsuperscript{33} Kate Antonovics & Brian G. Knight, A New Look at Racial Profiling Evidence from Boston Police Department, 91 REV. ECON. & STAT. 163 (2009).
equal protection, but also with social norms prescribing tolerance. In the next section, I argue that such policing can be understood as part of the characterization of the symbolic assailant first identified by police scholar Jerome Skolnick in the 1960s as one of the explanations for police behavior.

C. The Symbolic Assailant

In his book *Justice Without Trial*, Jerome Skolnick describes the symbolic assailant, its origins and the extent to which police orientation toward criminals is a critical factor in policing.\(^{34}\) The idea of a symbolic assailant stems from the policeman’s view of the world.\(^{35}\) Because police officers’ work required them to be occupied continually with potential violence, they developed shorthand for the kinds of people whose gesture, language, and attire the officers recognized as a prelude to violence.\(^{36}\)

Skolnick’s construction of the symbolic assailant was grounded in his observations of police work in the 1960s. In this context, police work involved officers patrolling the neighborhood and reacting to threats. Threats played a critical role in that they were omnipresent, animating every single encounter. This meant that protecting the officer from danger was of paramount importance. According to Skolnick, officers learned to associate particular situations and types of individuals with danger.

His work stressed that the particular personal history of the suspect the officer encounters is not important to the construction of whether the suspect is seen as suspicious. In fact, he writes that a suspect’s personal history is immaterial. The symbolic assailant need only suggest danger either through display of a weapon or “insolence in the demeanor signaled by the way one walks, or dresses.”\(^{37}\)

Individuals who were potentially dangerous fit into a range of categories. Skolnick, who was focusing on police officers’ jobs in general, gives a long list of potential activities which the police are taught to use as markers of suspicion.\(^{38}\) Some of the situations which officers were taught to consider suspicious and should warrant field interrogations include the following:

---

\(^{34}\) Skolnick, *supra* note 9.

\(^{35}\) *Id.* at 42.

\(^{36}\) *Id.* at 43.

\(^{37}\) *Id.*

\(^{38}\) *Id.* at 42–43.
1. Suspicious persons known to the officer from previous arrests, field interrogations and observations.
2. Emaciated appearing alcoholics and narcotics users who invariably turn to crime to pay for the cost of their habit.
3. Person who fits description of wanted suspect as described by radio, teletype, and daily bulletins.
4. Any person observed in the immediate vicinity of the crime very recently committed or reported as “in progress.”
5. Known troublemakers near large gatherings.
6. Persons who attempt to avoid or evade the officer.
7. Exaggerated unconcern over contact with the officer.
8. Visibly “rattled” when near the policeman.
9. Unescorted women or young girls in public places, particularly at night in such places as cafes, bars, bus and train depots, or street corners...
12. Solicitors or peddlers in a residential neighborhood.
13. Loiterers around public restrooms.
14. Lone male sitting in a car adjacent to school grounds with newspaper or book in his lap.
15. Lone male sitting in a car near shopping center who pays unusual amount of attention to women, sometimes continuously manipulating rear view mirror to avoid direct eye contact.
...
19. Uniformed “deliverymen” with no merchandise or truck.
20. Many others. How about your own personal experiences?39

Personal history is irrelevant to the symbolic assailant, as Skolnick constructs him. In other words, for the purposes of the symbolic assailant, it does not matter whether the designee has a criminal history. Because the officer is constructing and deciding that an individual is a symbolic assailant prior to running his or her criminal history, a long criminal history has the same impact as an individual with no priors. All that matters is how the situation looks to the officer. Appearance is everything. Skolnick writes:

Nor, to qualify for the status of symbolic assailant, need an individual to have used violence. For example, a woman backing out of a jewelry store with a gun in one

39 Id.
hand and jewelry in the other would qualify even if the gun were toy and woman had never in her life fired a real pistol. To the police officer in the situation, the women’s personal history is momentarily immaterial, there is only one relevant sign: a gun signifying danger.40

Both in the conception of the symbolic assailant and the list of potentially suspicious activities from the training manual that Skolnick quotes, officers’ experience plays an important role in his construction of the symbolic assailant. For instance, take the final category in the list, which insists that there are many other circumstances that are suspicious, and calls officers to reflect on their own personal experiences dealing with suspects.41 In general terms, the nature of the characteristics in the list are detailed and specific—they seem to narrow the markers of suspicion to a small set of situations in which crime may have occurred in the past. Because police experience is understood to be absolutely critical in identifying suspicion, with “many others,” the writer acknowledges that the list cannot capture every suspicious circumstance.42

D. Some Are More Suspicious than Others: Race and the Symbolic Assailant

Race is not mentioned at all in Skolnick’s characterization of the symbolic assailant. That being said, Skolnick quickly acknowledges the fact that police officers in Westville and most other communities have come to identify the Black man with danger.43 He suggests that this perspective comes from the isolation faced by white patrolmen policing Black neighborhoods.44 He quotes James Baldwin on the isolation that develops because of the tasks with which white policeman in Black neighborhoods are charged.

The only way to police a ghetto is to be oppressive. None of the Police Commissioner’s men, even with the best will in the world, have any way of understanding the lives led by the people they swagger about in twos and threes controlling. Their very presence is an insult, and it would be, even if they spent the entire

40 Id.
41 Id.
42 JONATHAN SIMON, GOVERNING THROUGH CRIME: HOW THE WAR ON CRIME TRANSFORMED AMERICAN DEMOCRACY AND CREATED A CULTURE OF FEAR 49 (2007).
43 Skolnick, supra note 9, at 45.
44 Id.
day feeding gumdrops to children. They represent the force of the white world, and that world’s criminal profit and ease, to keep the black man corralled up here, in his place. The badge, the gun in the holster, and the swinging club make vivid what will happen should his rebellion become overt.45

Baldwin’s description of the interaction between law enforcement officers and African-Americans is located in lived experience. Baldwin expects officers to behave in a particular manner because of who they are (white police officers) and the environment in which they are charged with enforcing the law (Black neighborhoods). At least in the passage that Skolnick quotes, Baldwin is sympathetic both to the fact that Blacks are resentful of police presence, and to police officers’ worries regarding danger in policing a group of individuals who are suspicious of police as an occupying force.

PART II. THE RISE OF “INTUITION” IN POLICE WORK

At the same time that Skolnick was studying the police in Westville, the administration of President John F. Kennedy was gearing up for a war on crime.46 Kennedy, Jonathan Simon writes, saw crime as a powerful way to cement the relationship between the chief executive and the public.47 Building this relationship required investment in police and other infrastructure. “Crime has to be repressed and communities must be protected. . . . But we should be pouring as much, or even more, money, manpower and imagination in preventing those early law violations that start criminal careers.”48

Throughout the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, with little exception, Congress and the Executive Branch kept the nation focused on crime.49 In 1968, Congress passed the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act.50 In addition to issuing wiretapping authority to the Executive Branch, the legislation also authorized $500 million in...
funds to local police departments to fight crime.\textsuperscript{51} The Johnson and Nixon administrations escalated the war on crime by funding improvements in law enforcement and changing the criminal law in more punitive ways.\textsuperscript{52} President Ronald Reagan appointed former trial prosecutor Ed Meese as Attorney General.\textsuperscript{53} Meese attacked and tried to undermine Warren Court decisions like \textit{Miranda v. Arizona},\textsuperscript{54} which had helped to establish that criminal defendants were constitutionally entitled to procedural protection.\textsuperscript{55}

\section*{A. Broken Windows}

It was into this environment that in 1982, George L. Kelling and James Q. Wilson's article in the \textit{Atlantic Monthly}, "Broken Windows: The Police and Neighborhood Safety" was published.\textsuperscript{56} Wilson and Kelling's article called for the return of police to the community through increasing foot patrols and investigation of low-level crime.\textsuperscript{57} Wilson and Kelling used the metaphor of a broken window in a neighborhood building, which is left unrepaird and untended. They surmised that when a window is left in such a state, the rest of the windows will soon be broken because disorder gives rise to the perception that further disorder is costless.\textsuperscript{58}

Under the Broken Windows theory, disorder begets urban decay, which begets criminal invasion, all of which could be circumvented with the installation of a skilled foot-patrol officer to maintain order.\textsuperscript{59} The article places heavy reliance on the assumption that the presence of foot-patrol officers, familiar with neighborhood regulars, will alleviate the anxiety that crime will occur due to an "untended"
appearance.\textsuperscript{60} After elucidating why order is so crucial, Wilson and Kelling go on to posit how best to maintain it. They call for an increase in foot-patrols and the prevention of minor offenses, noting that motorized patrol officers are inhibited by a barrier, which distances the officer and makes her an alien force within the community.\textsuperscript{61}

At base, the philosophy of Broken Windows requires that police search neighborhoods where there exists significant disorder—existing petty crimes, vandalism, etc.—and address it, rather than leaving it alone.\textsuperscript{62} In the policing context, an important if not critical fact in combatting crime involves finding lawbreakers. In focusing on disordered neighborhoods, departments around the country focused on minority neighborhoods where the investigation of low-level crime morphed into the low-hanging fruit of stop and frisk, and ultimately a focus on whomever the police could find as they canvassed neighborhoods looking for those responsible for the disorder that plagued these spaces.\textsuperscript{63}

B. Broken Windows “On the Ground”

Broken Windows policing was adopted by police departments around the country. One of the most famous sites that adopted Broken Windows policing was New York City. In 1989, George Kelling began working with the New York Transit Authority to apply Broken Windows policing to vandalism that was occurring on the New York City subways.\textsuperscript{64} In 1994, when William Bratton—who had worked with Kelling as the head of the New York City Transit Police—became head of the New York Police Department (NYPD), he made Broken

\textsuperscript{60} Id.

\textsuperscript{61} Id.


Windows a part of standard police practice for city police.65

1. Evaluating Broken Windows’ Empirical Claims

The original Broken Windows article was based on scant empirical evidence. As could have been expected, scholars and policy makers quickly moved to investigate Wilson and Kelling’s basic claim that general disorder leads to more serious crime.66 One of the most significant criticisms of this policing practice is that the Broken Windows method of policing has done little to reduce serious crime.67

Professors Bernard Harcourt and Jens Ludwig argued that not only is Wilson and Kelling’s supposition that the policing of minor offenses reduced serious crime unfounded, but there is a strong relationship between the rate of arrests for minor offenses and an increase in crime rates.68 The research specifically views the changes in crime during the 1980s and 1990s in New York City, which had adopted a form of Broken Windows policing.69 The research found:

[T]he pattern of crime changes across New York precincts during the 1990s that Kelling and Sousa attribute to broken windows policing is more consistent with what statisticians call mean reversion: those precincts that received the most intensive broken windows policing during the 1990s are the ones that experienced the largest increases in crime during the city’s crack epidemic of the mid-to-late 1980s. Consistent with findings elsewhere from city-level data, jurisdictions with the greatest

66 Some analysis of the data from New York provided support for Broken Windows. See, e.g., William Bratton & Peter Knobler, Turnaround: How America’s Top Cop Reversed the Crime Epidemic 180 (1998) (claiming proactive policing strategies significantly reduced crime); Kelling & Sousa, supra note 64, at 10 (arguing that 60,000 violent crimes were prevented by broken windows policing).
68 Harcourt & Ludwig, supra note 56, at 315.
69 Id.
increases in crime during the 1980s tend to experience the largest subsequent declines as well.\textsuperscript{70} Accordingly, this is an effect of the “most intensive broken windows policing.”\textsuperscript{71} However, Ludwig and Harcourt found no evidence proving that Broken Windows policing reduces either the amount or rate of violent crimes.\textsuperscript{72}

2. Broken Windows Claps Back

Though William Bratton, New York City’s Police Commissioner, firmly supported Broken Windows policing, critical re-examination of Broken Windows and police practices in New York came on July 17, 2014 after Staten Island Police Officers Justin D’Amico and Daniel Pantaleo accosted Eric Garner, a Black man they suspected of selling loose cigarettes.\textsuperscript{73} The officers struggled with Garner, who argued with officers and refused to cooperate.\textsuperscript{74} One of the officers eventually used a chokehold on him, which along with chest compressions used to subdue him, killed Garner.\textsuperscript{75} Both the chokehold (a practice prohibited by police department policy) and Garner’s multiple complaints that he could not breathe were caught on cell phone videotape by a bystander and widely broadcast.\textsuperscript{76}

Selling loose cigarettes is not a serious crime. The officers who killed Garner were acting in response to a crackdown on so-called quality-of-life crimes.\textsuperscript{77} After Eric Garner’s death, George Kelling defended the Broken Windows theory, arguing that Broken Windows received a bad reputation because it was being equated to being a high arrest

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Id. at 276.
\item Id.
\item Id. at 315.
\item Id.
\item Id.
\item Id.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
He claimed that Broken Windows is not meant to purposefully increase the number of arrests that are made. Instead, that has simply been the result of police exercising that type of policing. Kelling, along with Bratton, wrote an article on the public perception of Broken Windows and why New York needed to keep it.

Following Garner’s death, the public in New York did not show much support for New York City police and their Broken Windows policing. About ninety percent of African Americans and seventy-one percent of Latinos did not approve of the way the police handled Garner’s situation. Additionally, the overall approval rating of the NYPD fell by nine percent. Despite those numbers, Kelling still feels that the people have a generally good perception of Broken Windows policing.

However, even in this highly charged context, support for Broken Windows remained high. African-Americans supported it by 56 to 37 percent, whites by 61 to 33 percent, and Hispanics by the largest margin of all—64 to 34 percent. The poll results reflect the underlying public support from all races for this kind of policing.

78 George Kelling, Don’t Blame My ‘Broken Windows’ Theory for Poor Policing, POLITICO (Aug. 11, 2015), http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/broken-windows-theory-poor-policing-ferguson-kelling-121268. See also Katherine Beckett, The Uses and Abuses of Police Discretion: Toward Harm Reduction Policing, 10 HARV. L. & POL’Y REV. 77, 83–84 (2016) (“In sum, recent decades have witnessed the emergence of (at least) two pronounced efforts to shift police organizations’ focus toward what were formerly considered relatively unimportant issues and to encourage a more aggressive response to them. The result has been a sharp increase in the arrest and incarceration of drug law violators and misdemeanants generally. And as is now well-known, both of these developments, especially the war on drugs, contributed importantly to the development of mass incarceration and to pronounced racial disparities throughout the criminal justice system.”).
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of enforcement.\textsuperscript{86}

In addition to demonstrating public support, advocates of Broken Windows also have had to respond to challenges on effectiveness grounds. One study examining policing practices over a twenty-year period found that in areas that were policed more assertively, the crime rates were much lower.\textsuperscript{87} Kelling and Bratton maintained:

In 1993 New York's murder rate was 26.5 per 100,000 people. Since 1994, when Broken Windows policing was put into practice citywide, crime has fallen further, faster and for longer than anywhere else in the country. Today the largest and densest city in the U.S. has a lower murder rate, at four per 100,000, than the nation's 4.5 per 100,000. In 1993 New York accounted for about 7.9\% of U.S. homicides; last year the city’s share was 2.4\%. These striking figures are emblematic of broader, historic declines in crime.\textsuperscript{88}

In his defense of the program, Kelling also tried to dispel the idea that Broken Windows is the equivalent of or contributes to stop, question, and frisk (SQF).\textsuperscript{89} A SQF is described as a “tactical response based on reasonable suspicion of possible criminality.” In contrast, they describe Broken Windows policing as “a more broadly based policy mandating that police will address disorderly illegal behavior, such as public drinking and drug use, fights, public urination, and other acts considered to be minor offenses, with responses ranging from warning and referral to summons and arrest.”\textsuperscript{90} Accordingly, they equate the standard for Broken Windows as being closer to a

\textsuperscript{86} Id.
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{89} Kelling, supra note 69. “An SQF is based on reasonable suspicion that a crime has occurred, is occurring, or is about to occur. An officer observes someone, say, going from car to car looking into the windows. Exercising discretion, the officer decides whether to stop the person for questioning. If he suspects that the subject is armed and dangerous, he may frisk him by conducting a pat-down of his outer clothing. If the officer detects an object that may be a weapon, he may reach into the subject’s pocket.”
\textsuperscript{90} Id.
probable cause standard—a higher standard than reasonable suspicion.\textsuperscript{91}

3. Targeting Through “Intuition”—Black Men Become the Symbolic Assailant

As discussed below, current policing practices—routine behaviors for which police officers train, put into practice and for they are later rewarded—establish African American men as symbolic assailants: always suspicious, and always potentially up to no good. In concrete terms, Black men are read as being suspicious when they are engaged in ordinary behavior—walking to school, walking in their neighborhood, walking in a neighborhood that may look like it is not their neighborhood, driving the speed limit, etc. Behaviors that are not considered suspicious when engaged in by whites are considered worthy of investigation when Black men engage in them.

The police construction of the African American symbolic assailant is even more pernicious than simply attaching suspiciousness to being Black. The white symbolic assailant that Skolnick identified was only suspicious; suspicion led to investigation—questioning or other verification before police used a high level of force.\textsuperscript{92} Black symbolic assailants—all Black men and even some Black youths—are not just suspicious, but also threatening, prompting police to use deadly force to subdue Black men about whom they have little, if any, actual evidence of lawbreaking or dangerousness, who are unarmed,\textsuperscript{93} have their hands raised in surrender,\textsuperscript{94} are subdued by multiple officers,\textsuperscript{95} or are running away.\textsuperscript{96} When facts come out, when bystander video is released and the body of the innocent Black man is bagged, the idea of the Black man as threatening is deployed to make the shooting

\textsuperscript{91} Id.
\textsuperscript{92} See supra Part I.C.
\textsuperscript{93} Sherri Lee Keene, Victim or Thug? Examining the Relevance of Stories in Cases Involving Shootings of Unarmed Black Males, 58 How. L.J. 845, 851–53 (2015).
\textsuperscript{94} Id. at 852.
\textsuperscript{95} See supra note 64.
\textsuperscript{96} Michael S. Schmidt & Matt Apuzzo, South Carolina Officer Is Charged with Murder of Walter Scott, N.Y. Times (Apr. 7, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/08/us/south-carolina-officer-is-charged-with-murder-in-black-mans-death.html. A South Carolina police officer, Michael Slager shot and killed Walter Scott. Scott was unarmed and running away from Slager at the time that he was shot and killed.
seem reasonable and appropriate.97

Though the idea of the symbolic assailant originated in the policing of whites, the symbolic Black assailant is very different from Skolnick's original concept. As the concept was identified and delineated by Jerome Skolnick, the facts and circumstances in which an individual finds him or herself are what makes an individual suspicious. Are you waiting in a deserted area at night? Are you dressed as delivery person but don't have a truck? Are you a lone male sitting in a car near a playground with a book in your lap? Skolnick suggests that each of these behaviors is considered suspicious to the police. For each of the items, however, note how fact specific they are. In other words, context is everything.

Contrast the level of detail needed in Skolnick's original formulation of symbolic assailant—location of the suspects’ behavior and activity in which the suspect is engaged with the requirement for the Black symbolic assailant—blackness. Though it did not provide a Fourth Amendment remedy, the Supreme Court has acknowledged the constitutional issues involved with attaching suspicion to someone's race.98 Use of the symbolic assailant by police is a shortcut. The downside of using any shortcut to identify criminal behavior is that an individual who is innocent may be accused.

That being said, the impact for whites and blacks of the use of the symbolic assailant shortcut varies quite dramatically. Consider the following: a white male college student goes to the park to finish his homework. He finds the parking spot near the toddler playground and begins reading. This wholly innocent behavior, while unusual, is suspicious, given Skolnick’s characterization. As a symbolic white assailant, though, police practices are to investigate, question the

97 The media’s disproportionate coverage of Ferguson’s reaction to Michael Brown’s shooting, rather than the shooting itself, exemplifies this idea. See Wesley Lowery, THEY CAN’T KILL US ALL, FERGUSON, BALTIMORE, AND A NEW ERA IN AMERICA’S RACIAL JUSTICE MOVEMENT 8–9 (2016) (“Yet another police shooting in a working-class black neighborhood, even the breaking of a young black body left on public display, didn’t catch the gaze of the national media. It was the community’s enraged response—broken windows and shattered—that drew the eyes of the nation.”); see also Holly Yan, Joshua Berlinger & Faith Robinson, Baton Rogue Officer: Alton Sterling Reached for a Gun Before He Was Shot, CNN (July 13, 2016, 7:59 AM), http://www.cnn.com/2016/07/12/us/police-shootings-investigations/.

suspect, and allow his answers to either confirm or deny the officer’s suspicion. The innocent college student is hassled by questioning, but he suffers no greater intrusion.

Because it is a broader stereotype—fitting all black men regardless of age or circumstance—the symbolic Black assailant is operationally different. Critical to the symbolic Black assailant are a series of dehumanizing stereotypes—that Blacks are criminals who are simultaneously violent and irrational. In other words the symbolic Black assailant is not just a possible criminal (as in the case of the symbolic white assailant, but is likely a dangerous criminal whose poses a threat to the officers, and to others. Faced with this potential threat, officers may not investigate, or otherwise, read the situation. The symbolic Black assailant means that officers are more inclined to respond with deadly force, regardless of whether it is warranted.

C. Creating Response to the Symbolic Black Assailant

The difference in approaches taken by police to symbolic white and symbolic Black assailant evolved out of specific police practices which may or may not have had race-neutral origins. One of these was “Broken Windows.” With its focus on detecting offenders in disordered neighborhoods, Broken Windows was deployed in a manner that led to the mass targeting of African-Americans in poor communities.99 No longer was criminality tied to actual specific events indicative of criminal behavior. Instead officers could use increasingly little evidence to justify their suspicions. Song Richardson argues that the watering down of legal standards, like reasonable suspicion by the Supreme Court, may have had a similar effect on police procedures.100 Implicit biases also play a role. In the absence of procedures, stressing evidence-based markers of suspicion, the empirical underpinnings of the symbolic assailant have been transformed into a system of policing African-Americans under the guise of being intuitively focused on issues of crime control writ

99 Collins, supra note 63, at 426 (citing BALT. CITY COUNCIL PUB. & SAFETY SUBCOMM., REPORT ON THE POLICE PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM AND RECOMMENDATION TO IMPROVE THE PROCESS FOR EXPUNGEMENT OF ARREST WHEN NO CHARGES ARE FILED 12, (Sept. 2005)) (noting Broken Windows policing’s disproportionate effect on African Americans in Baltimore).

large.

The evidence of African American men being symbolic assailants is demonstrated by discriminatory police practices occurring in departments throughout the United States. In some cases, training the police to see African Americans as the symbolic assailant occurs more openly than in others. One of the most vivid examples of police practices reflecting the idea that African-Americans are symbolic assailants was the practice in the North Miami Beach Florida Police Department. In 2015, after National Guard Sgt. Valerie Deant saw a picture of her brother riddled with bullet holes when she was at the firing range, it was revealed that the North Miami Beach Florida's Police Department was using actual mugshots of African-Americans as target practice. Deant’s brother, who had completed his time in prison and been released, was part of an array with several other African-American men.

As the North Miami Beach Police department target practice implies, police departmental procedures and institutionalized practices certainly play an important role in guiding stereotype and racializing suspicion. Police researchers have documented how this occurs systematically. Charles Epp, Stephen Maynard-Moody, and Donald Haider-Markel conducted one of the most interesting recent studies in this regard. In their study of more than 2000 individuals in the Kansas City area conducted in the early 2000s, Epp and his co-authors found that “the structure of incentives, training, and policy made it more likely that officers would operate on the basis of bigotry or implicit stereotypes, leading to racial discrimination in outcomes.”

Epp and his co-authors focused on police officers’ decisions to pull cars over. They divided stops into two groups of stops that can be identified by their character, purpose, and justification: traffic-safety enforcement stop and investigatory stops. Traffic-safety stops
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were undertaken primarily because the driver was speeding or engaged in unsafe behavior. Investigatory stops were premised on the legal ability of the officers to stop cars so long as the officer has reasonable suspicion that the driver is engaged in criminal activity.\textsuperscript{106} As the Court noted in \textit{Whren v. United States},\textsuperscript{107} a case in which the driver argued he had been stopped because of racially discriminatory pretext, pretext is irrelevant. Justice Scalia, writing for the majority, scornfully dismisses the idea that pretext could ever matter.

It would, moreover, be anomalous, to say the least, to treat a statement in a footnote in the \textit{per curiam} \textit{Bannister} opinion as indicating a reversal of our prior law. Petitioners’ difficulty is not simply a lack of affirmative support for their position. Not only have we never held, outside the context of inventory search or administrative inspection (discussed above), that an officer’s motive invalidates objectively justifiable behavior under the Fourth Amendment; but we have repeatedly held and asserted the contrary.\textsuperscript{108}

Epp and his co-authors find that police patrol officers are taught the law dictates and police departments are exploiting the leeway created by \textit{Whren}.\textsuperscript{109} African American drivers bear the brunt of this doctrinal misstep.\textsuperscript{110} In their evaluation of likelihood of being stopped for either investigatory or traffic-safety stops, Epp and his co-authors controlled for a variety of factors including age, gender, whether a driver was African American, type of car, and how carefully a driver followed the rules of the road.\textsuperscript{111} In traffic-safety stops, the most important factor to the determination that an individual would be stopped is how they are driving. “The more that people violate the traffic-safety laws the more they are to be stopped, regardless of their race, gender, age or type of the vehicle.”\textsuperscript{112} According to Epp and his

\textsuperscript{107} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{108} \textit{Id.} at 812.
\textsuperscript{109} Epp et al. suggest that police exploitation of \textit{Whren} is intentional. One California Highway Patrol officer is quoted as bragging, “[a]fter \textit{Whren} the game was over. We won.” \textit{EPP ET AL., supra} note 104, at 35.
\textsuperscript{110} The Court is careful in \textit{Whren} not to condone racial profiling. Rather, the Court insists that claims that a stop is discriminatory must be brought under the Fourteenth Amendment (which does not have an exclusionary rule) and not the Fourth Amendment.
\textsuperscript{111} \textit{EPP ET AL., supra} note 104, at 65.
\textsuperscript{112} \textit{Id.} at 64.
co-authors’ research, in enforcing traffic-safety laws, the police did not behave in a racially discriminatory manner; African Americans were no more likely to be stopped in traffic-safety stops than whites.\textsuperscript{113} Investigatory stops present a sharp contrast to this unbiased approach to policing. In investigatory stops, the most important factor was the race of the driver.\textsuperscript{114} African Americans faced a 2.7 times greater risk of being stopped than whites, even controlling for other factors.\textsuperscript{115}

The construction of the symbolic assailant maps well on to Epp and his coauthors’ results. When police are merely enforcing traffic-safety laws, they pay attention to how individuals drive, how much they are driving above the speed limit, and stop violators without regard to their racial background. In a sense, traffic-safety stops are reactive policing at its best. Police officers actually observed the crime as it occurs—the individual violating the traffic laws—and react to it. When they react in this manner they are able to do it in a manner that is not racially discriminatory.

In sharp contrast to the reactive nature of traffic-safety stops, investigatory stops are motivated not by crime control, but rather by investigation of crime and the capture of possible offenders. When officers are making investigatory stops, they aren’t catching the perpetrators of crime red-handed, but rather are using the stop as a way of evaluating whether the individual they have in front of them is a criminal.

When Blackness is transformed into a marker of suspicion and threat, investigatory stops for minor crimes can become more dangerous. In the first week of July 2016, two Black men, Alton Sterling in Baton Rouge, LA, and Philando Castile in St. Paul, MN, were stopped by the police for minor crimes.\textsuperscript{116} During the encounters both men were shot and killed. Sterling was unarmed, and lying face down when he was shot.\textsuperscript{117} In Castile’s case, according to Diamond Reynolds, his
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\textsuperscript{117} Abigail Hauslohner & Ashley Cusick, \textit{Alton Sterling’s Relatives Weather Scrutiny, Call for Justice,} WASH. POST (July 13, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/alton-sterlings-relatives-
girlfriend (who was a passenger in the car and witnessed the shooting), Castile was following police orders to provide identification when he was shot.\textsuperscript{118}

Though the facts of the cases are slightly different, in both cases if you remove the race of the individual stopped, the men are killed even though do not present any significant danger to the officers who used deadly force against them. Officers are trained on the legal dictates for using deadly force, and normally evaluated on whether the facts demand the use of their weapon to protect themselves or a member of the public. Because these men were both African American, the mythology of the symbolic assailant takes over. Officers no longer conduct objective analyses of the situation they are encountering. Black men’s race become the reason that they are stopped, and later they are, even in the absence of any weapon brandished by the individual stopped, seen as threatening enough to be shot multiple times.

\textbf{D. The Creation of the African American Symbolic Assailant}

The African American Symbolic Assailant starts early, sometimes as young as early adolescence and high school, as Black students are criminalized and placed into the school-to-prison pipeline. High school-to-prison pipelines plague African American and other minority communities.\textsuperscript{119} This issue starts with a high percentage of African American students who are suspended and expelled from school every year.\textsuperscript{120}

Lacking resources, facing incentives to push out low-performing students, and responding to public misperceptions about school safety, many schools have embraced draconian school discipline policies, including zero-tolerance rules that automatically impose severe punishments regardless of circumstances. Although the necessity of discipline in schools goes without saying, schools in recent years

\textsuperscript{118} Id.


\textsuperscript{120} See also Katherine Kim, Daniel Losen & Damon Hewitt, \textit{The School to Prison Pipeline: Structuring Legal Reform} (2012).
have begun exercising their disciplinary authority to suspend and expel students more frequently and in far more questionable circumstances.\textsuperscript{121}

Many schools have implemented policing policies in order to implement discipline. One of the policies with the most significant effect on African American students was the creation of so-called zero tolerance policies.\textsuperscript{122} Under such policies, “[r]ates of suspension have increased dramatically in recent years—from 1.7 million in 1974 to 3.1 million in 2000—and have been most dramatic for children of color.”\textsuperscript{123} This type of excessively punitive disciplinary policy causes students to enter the pipeline and subsequently, the criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{124} Often, students who fall into the pipeline do not have anything else to do outside of school.\textsuperscript{125} They fall behind in their classes, leading them to become high school dropouts and adult criminals.\textsuperscript{126}

Nationally, African American students make up thirty percent of all twelfth-grade expulsions.\textsuperscript{127} Since these students no longer attend
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\textsuperscript{122} \textit{Am. Civil Liberties Union, Locating the School-To-Prison Pipeline} 1 (2008), https://www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/images/asset_upload_file966_35553.pdf. “Lacking resources, facing incentives to push out low-performing students, and responding to a handful of highly-publicized school shootings, schools have embraced \textit{zero-tolerance policies} that automatically impose severe punishment regardless of circumstances. Under these policies, students have been \textit{expelled} for bringing nail clippers or scissors to school.”
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\textsuperscript{127} \textit{Id.} “Many under-resourced schools become pipeline gateways by placing increased reliance on police rather than teachers and administrators to maintain discipline. Growing numbers of districts employ school resource officers to patrol school hallways, often with little or no training in working with youth. As a result, children are far more likely to be subject to school-based arrests—the majority of which are for non-violent offenses, such as disruptive behavior—than they were a generation ago. The rise in school-based arrests, the quickest route from the classroom to the jailhouse, most directly exemplifies the criminalization of school children.”
schools, they quickly become the targets of criminalization.\textsuperscript{128} For example, in New York, Blacks and Latinos make up eighty-five percent of all stop and frisks with Blacks making up fifty-five percent.\textsuperscript{129} Thirty percent of all juvenile arrests are blacks, even though they make up only seventeen percent of the juvenile population.\textsuperscript{130} Subsequently, blacks make up over sixty percent of juveniles tried and convicted as adults.\textsuperscript{131} As far as sentencing is concerned, "black youth are nine times more likely than white youth to receive an adult prison sentence. Cumulatively, 'black juveniles are about four times as likely as their white peers to be incarcerated.'"\textsuperscript{132}

One of the biggest issues with students who enter the pipeline is that "it is difficult for them to make the journey in reverse."\textsuperscript{133} A lot of the time, it is hard for these students to re-adjust in school as many of them have fallen behind and there are no programs to rehabilitate them. As a repercussion, the vast majority of students never finish high school or complete their education.\textsuperscript{134}

Referred to as an "inter-institutional problem", school-to-prison pipelines have one particular standout problem: stop and frisk.\textsuperscript{135} As previously mentioned, African Americans make up the majority of people who are stopped and frisked. A good amount of these stops lead to arrests, subsequent convictions and imprisonment. Thus, for those Black youths whom have been ejected from the school system either temporarily or permanently, the practice of stop and frisk is life-changing.\textsuperscript{136}

\textbf{E. Officers' Explanations for Racially Biased Behavior}

Unsurprisingly, police officers strongly deny racialized roots to their
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behavior. That being said, much of police explanations track what police scholars have long understood about police behavior. For instance, there is significant evidence of Jerome Skolnick’s revelation that the policeman’s working personality is untrusting, and animated by fear and threat.

When unarmed blacks are shot, officers almost always offer explanations that identify the individuals as representing credible threat. This is true even when the facts of the situation may suggest otherwise. For instance, the police response to twelve-year-old Tamir Rice, strongly evokes notions of Rice’s blackness, rather than his size having transformed him into a dangerous threat.137 Tim Loehmann, the twenty-six-year-old officer who shot and killed Tamir Rice, told his father, “I was right there and he went for the gun. I had no choice.”138 As if he’s reading from Skolnick, Cleveland Police Patrolmen’s Association president, Steve Loomis told POLITICO, Tamir Rice was “menacing. He’s 5-feet-7, 191 pounds. He wasn’t that little kid you’re seeing in pictures,” “He’s a 12-year-old in an adult body.”139 In response to the federal lawsuit, Cleveland city attorneys argued that Rice caused his own death “by the failure . . . to exercise due care to avoid injury,”140 although he was only a preteen.

Though the original symbolic assailant is heavily context driven, context is irrelevant to the black male symbolic assailant—blackness

---

137 To assume that black children are threatening to adults when they are just children is common behavior. See Philip A. Goff et al., The Essence of Innocence: Consequences of Dehumanizing Black Children, 106 J. PERS. SOC. PSYCHOL. 526, 526–28 (2014).


139 Id. Cleveland police officers receive American Red Cross training. Consistent with the idea that Rice was a dangerous threat even after Rice was shot and mortally wounded by Loehmann, the two officers delivered no first aid to Rice who succumbed to his wounds at the hospital the following day.

is all that matters in the officers’ decision that an individual is suspicious and in need of further investigation. The Black symbolic assailant means that Black men irrespective of age, class, behavior or contextual factors require investigation.

The importance of the Black man being the symbolic assailant is significant in that the construct is both a marker of suspicion and an automatic threat to officer safety. This was the case with Philando Castile, shot and killed instantly by Officer Jeronimo Yanez, who pulled him over in Falcon Heights, MN, on July 6, 2016. Officer Yanez initially indicated that Castile had been pulled over for a cracked taillight. Audio from the police radio indicated prior to the stop officers were insisting that Castile matched the description of a robbery suspect because of “wide-set nose.”

F. Black Women and the Police

In the previous section I identified the symbolic assailant as a Black male. That does not mean that the police see black women as innocent of criminal wrongdoing or deserving of the same sorts of care and concern that white women receive. In some ways, stereotypes about Black women increase the likelihood they will be subjected to police violence. The fact that they are women, instead of men, increases Black women’s gendered vulnerability when police officers are confronting them. In some cases

---
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145 Black women’s gendered vulnerability can expose them to sexual violence at the hands of police, as in the case of Devon Holtenclaw, the case of the former Oklahoma Police officer convicted of sexually assaulting 13 Black women suggests. Dave Phillips, Former Oklahoma City Police Officer Found Guilty of Rapes, N.Y. TIMES, (Dec. 10, 2015),
Black women’s gender may provide them a small amount of “protection” vis-a-vis the case of Black men. Officers may not fear Black women automatically, or consider them suspicious or a threat to the officer’s safety. This may mean that officers are less likely to immediately react with the highest level of force, that is, by shooting.

Though the same level of threat may not be present when officers are dealing with Black women as in cases in which they approach Black men, officers do not investigate the circumstances in cases in which they encounter Black women. The cases in which Black women have been killed suggest that though officers may see Black women as less harmful to their safety, there is little care and concern in dealing with Black women. In other words, many Black women are harmed and even killed when officers respond with a high level of force to situations in which Black women are nonthreatening but rather mentally ill, or simply refuse to follow police officers orders.

The Black women are not seen as threats in the same way, the lack of care and concern demonstrated toward Black women may result in


146 E.g., Al Jazeera English, Fault Lines – The Lives of Black Women, YOUTUBE (Oct. 18, 2016), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKh2Xp0m_QE. The documentary describes Betty Jones’s killing from the threshold of her home in Chicago. Officer Robert Rialmo claims that he was shooting another person in self-defense and killed Jones by accident. The lawyer for the family’s suit against the city, however, presents pictures showing the doorway sprayed with bullets and a cluster of bullet casings found twenty feet away from the home. He states “[s]he never should have been placed at risk of any injury, let alone death, when she’s in her apartment and the officer knows she’s there.”


148 See Al Jazeera English, supra note 146.
injury or even death in situations when they display traits and in situations more typically associated with vulnerability, such as illness, advanced age and in the presence of young children. For instance, in July 2014, just weeks after NYPD officers choked Eric Garner to death, Brooklyn police officers used a chokehold on Rosan Miller, a Black woman who was five months pregnant. Miller had attracted the attention of officers because she was barbecuing in front of her house. In August 2014, Denise Stewart, a forty-seven-year-old Black grandmother, responded when the police knocked on her door, told police they had the wrong address but was dragged into the hallway of her apartment building half naked, and held by officers for several minutes. Police dragged Stewart’s four children out of the hallway, handcuffing them.

Though Stewart survived, not all Black women who have encounters with the police do. In some cases, officers’ reckless disregard for the welfare of Black women leads to their death. Take the case of Alecia Thomas. In July 2012, officers reported to the home of Alecia Thomas to arrest her for child abandonment. Alecia Thomas had dropped off her children at a Los Angeles police station because she could no longer care for them. As she was trying to arrest her, Officer Mary O’Callaghan kicked Thomas in the groin a number of times. In the back of the police car Thomas went into cardiac arrest and died soon after arriving at the hospital.

When Black women have encounters with police officers, officers may treat them as suspects, rather than as women who have been victimized. This may occur despite facts that suggest that the Black woman is clearly a victim, and not a perpetrator. There have been a number of cases in which officers reported to the scene of a domestic
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156 Though the cases of Stewart and Miller did not result in officers being charged, that was not the case with the case of Alecia Thomas. O’Callaghan who repeatedly kicked Thomas as she tried to arrest her was charged with assault and convicted June 5, 2015.
violence situation in which a Black woman was being battered, and ended up shooting the Black women who was the victim of domestic violence.157

PART III. THE COP IN ALL OF US

Police officers’ treatment of African Americans as potential assailants prior to any assessment of criminal background or specific facts signaling danger, is strongly at odds with standards in criminal procedure requiring individualized suspicion, and with the deeply held ideals of fairness and non-discrimination. Polling data since the 1960s indicates that Americans believe that individuals should be treated equally by the police. Though there are wide racial divides in whether Americans believe that African Americans are treated fairly by the police, the belief, a generalized belief in equality, persists nonetheless.158

Though there is a generalized support for equal treatment under the law, in a variety of ways, police use the symbolic Black assailant as an idea that is fully consistent with societal notions of threat and danger posed by African Americans. In other words, police officers get the idea of the African American symbolic assailant from the rest of us.

The African American symbolic assailant looms large in the American consciousness. Even though victim surveys reveal that most whites are victimized by other whites, the assailant that whites dream up when they want to describe themselves as a victim of crime is someone Black. Two famous cases include those of Charles Stuart and Susan Smith. In 1989, Stuart told Boston police that he and his wife Carol were on their way home from a Lamaze class when their car was stopped by a Black man wearing a jogging suit.159 This

assailant with a raspy voice, Stuart claimed, forced his way into their
car at a stoplight, ordered him to drive a short distance away, and
robbed them. The assailant allegedly then shot Charles in the
stomach and Carol in the head.

At least initially, creating a fictional Black robber worked quite well
for Stuart. After his police report, police bulldozed their way through
Mission Hill, a predominantly Black neighborhood, and rounded up
several Black men for a lineup. Stuart picked a Black man who he
insisted most resembled the attacker. Upon further investigation, the
police shifted their investigation to Charles Stuart, who committed
suicide rather than be arrested.

Susan Smith is another example of someone who fictitiously blamed
a Black victim for a crime that she committed. Smith, a mother of two,
alerted authorities that her two small children had been kidnapped
by a man who stole her car. The race of the man that she claimed
had kidnapped her children was African American. Smith went to the
media pleading for the safe return of her missing children, launching
national concern for them.

It took Susan Smith over a week before she confessed. She only did so
after authorities had begun to become suspicious of her story. Smith
confessed that she had allowed her car to roll into a lake. She
confirmed this by taking the authorities to the spot where her
children drowned and where police found the bodies. Smith did
not explain her reasoning behind naming a Black man as the
culprit.

Katheryn Russell-Brown has identified crimes like the Stuart and
Smith murders as racial hoaxes. Russell-Brown defines racial
hoaxes as situations in which either:
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(a) An individual fabricates a crime and blames it on another person because of his or her race; or
(b) An actual crime has been committed and the perpetrator falsely blames someone because of his race.\textsuperscript{170}

Russell-Brown scoured news sources and other documents and was able to identify sixty-two racial hoaxes, in which whites identified Blacks as the assailant, occurring between 1987 and 2006.\textsuperscript{171} She insists that the sixty-two cases she identified is most likely an undercount.\textsuperscript{172} Interestingly enough, 12\% of the cases identified by Russell-Brown involved police officers or some other judicial officer – judges, prosecutors, and court deputies.\textsuperscript{173}

Though the cases of Charles Stuart and Susan Smith are the most famous cases of racial hoaxes, there have been several other cases in the interim that have been extremely well-publicized.\textsuperscript{174} In 2010,

\textsuperscript{170} Id.
\textsuperscript{171} Id. at 105. Though I only discuss racial hoaxes in which whites blame blacks for the crime they have committed, there are some examples of situations in which Blacks report having been victimized by a crime and blame whites. \textit{Id.} at xcvi.
\textsuperscript{172} Id.
\textsuperscript{173} Id. at 107.
\textsuperscript{174} One notable case from 2008 involves Joseph C. Vignola, Jr. the twenty-one-year-old son of a long-time Philadelphia City councilman and controller. Vignola met a woman on Craigslist, had consensual sex with her and then began to argue with her. At some point Vignola punched the woman in the throat, and then knocked her unconscious. After she was unconscious he took a knife and made a six-inch slash on the right side of her neck. He then took back the money he paid the woman and fled from the hotel. Vignola initially told police that a light-skinned black man had burst into the room while they were having sex and attacked the woman. He later confessed. Vernon Clark, \textit{Joseph Vignola Jr. Admits Attacking Woman He Met on Craigslist, PHILA. INQUIRER (Sept. 21, 2010)}, http://articles.philly.com/2010-09-21/news/24977741_1_joseph-c-vignola-hotel-room-sentencing-guidelines. In another instance the same year, Ashley Todd, a campaign worker for U.S. presidential candidate John McCain claimed to have been approached by a black man at a cash machine and robbed of $60. Seeing the McCain sticker on her car, according to Todd, he allegedly became enraged and assaulted her, punching her. Todd insisted that the assailant carved the letter “B” onto her cheek and said ”[y]ou are going to be a Barack supporter.” Police were suspicious when they noticed that the B was backwards as it might be for an individual who is using a mirror. Todd confessed to
Bethany Storro of Vancouver, Washington told police that she was standing outside Starbucks and a black girl in her 20s approached her and said, "[h]ey, pretty girl, do you want to drink this?" According to Storro's account, the woman then threw acid in Storro's face, causing serious disfigurement. Police searched extensively for the attacker until a newspaper reporter uncovered witnesses who said that Storro was alone when she collapsed on the street. Storro later admitted to fabricating the story and rubbing drain cleaner on her face.\textsuperscript{175}

Imaginary Black assailants occur not just in the United States, but also in Europe and even as far away as Australia. On November 2, 2007, British student Meredith Kercher was sexually assaulted and stabbed to death in the town of Perugia. Her roommate, Amanda Knox told police that Kercher had been killed by Congolese bar owner Patrick Lumumba.\textsuperscript{176} Along with Raffaele Sollecito, Knox was arrested and later convicted of killing Kercher.\textsuperscript{177}

As an American, it is likely that Amanda Knox learned racial politics and the appropriate scapegoats on which to blame crimes in the United States. That being said, Americans are not the only ones who attribute their criminal behavior to someone Black. Take the case of Sofina Nikat. On April 10, 2016, Nikat, a twenty-two-year-old living in Melbourne, Australia, claimed that she had been accosted by a shoeless Black man, between twenty and thirty inventing the story after police reviewed surveillance tapes. Michael A. Fuoco, Jerome L. Sherman & Sadie Gurman, \textit{McCain Volunteer Admits to Hoax: 'B' on Her Cheek, Black Eye Were Likely Self-Inflicted}, \textit{Pittsburgh Post-Gazette} (Oct. 25, 2008), http://www.post-gazette.com/local/neighborhoods/2008/10/25/McCain-volunteer-admits-to-hoax/stories/200810250133.


\textsuperscript{176} After Knox named Lumumba as the assailant, he was taken to the station at dawn and held in custody for two weeks until a university professor provided Lumumba with an alibi. Mark Townsend & Daniel Boffey, \textit{Amanda Knox Is Free Because She's Rich and American, Says Patrick Lumumba} (Mar. 28, 2015, 10:43 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/mar/28/amanda-knox-free-rich-american-patrick-lumumba-meredith-kercher-murder.

\textsuperscript{177} Knox and Sollecito served four years in prison before an appeals court acquitted them in 2011.
years old. According to Nikat’s story, the man, who smelled like alcohol, pushed her, then grabbed her child and ran off. Sanaya’s dead body was found in a nearby creek. After security footage showed the mother casually strolling away with an empty stroller, Nikat was questioned by police and admitted to killing her toddler.178

A. White Racial Hoaxes As a Marker of the Symbolic Assailant

Though Blacks also commit racial hoaxes, white racial hoaxes tend to fit different scenarios. Well-publicized Black hoaxes have in the past involved a Black person (falsely) asserting that a racist white person has attacked them.179 Typically racial hoaxes committed by whites involve a white person committing a crime against themselves or someone else, and selecting a stereotypical trope—the Black man—on which to blame a crime. The choice of a Black perpetrator goes against the general pattern of criminal behavior. Most violent crime is intraracial, both locally and nationally. In other words, white victims are most likely to have been attacked by other whites.180

Naming a Black person as the assailant, as racial hoaxers do, is for most whites an exercise in naming a racialized “other” with whom they have no previous experience. Thus, the choice of the fake Black
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179 In this context, the case of fifteen-year-old Tawana Brawley falls into this category. In 1987, Brawley accused four white men, several of whom were police officers and one of whom was a prosecutor, of having raped her. Brawley had been found in a garbage bag covered in feces with racial slurs written on her body in charcoal. A grand jury was convened to consider charges against the men Brawley named as her attackers and concluded in October 1988 that she had not been assaulted as she claimed. Jim Yardley, After a Decade, Brawley Reappears and Repeats Charges, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 3, 1997), http://www.nytimes.com/1997/12/03/nyregion/after-a-decade-brawley-reappears-and-repeats-charges.html.

perpetrator, that is, to name someone Black as the assailant, is to reach outside of a white person’s knowledge and experience base. Most whites have social networks that are almost exclusively white. In addition to social segregation, the high level of residential segregation, as described in Part X, infra means that whites have no experience with Blacks as neighbors. Thus, for many whites, their only real life experience with a Black person in the flesh may be at work.

Despite the paucity of contact with flesh and blood Black people, whites around the world have chosen to identify them as criminals. The strangeness of this behavior is often revealed in police investigation of the crimes. One can imagine that police questioning of Joseph Vignola, who attacked the woman he met on Craigslist and blamed it on someone Black, went something like this . . .

Police: What happened?

Hoaxer: A black man burst into the room where were having sex, robbed us and slit her throat.181

Police: What did he look like?

Hoaxer: Tallish? Light skinned.182

Police: What was he wearing?

Hoaxer (wearing jeans and a skull cap): Jeans, and a skull cap.183

Perhaps it is unsurprising that hoaxers’ lies are often discovered.

In racial hoaxes, the media of course plays a central role in making the other believable. The Stuart case was widely publicized throughout the Boston area.184 I argue that it is difficult to determine how large a role the media plays, but it is certainly one that is critical to the construction of the symbolic assailant. Sometimes the role that the media plays is relatively invisible. On other occasions, the media

181 See, e.g., Vernon Clark, supra note 174.
182 See id.
183 See id.
184 SHARKEY, supra note 159.
contribution to the creation of a symbolic Black assailant is quite apparent. In March 2015, the Iowa Gazette posted two stories about local burglaries, written by the same author and published within one day of each other. One story used yearbook photos of the suspects while the other used mugshots. The only other difference between the two stories was that those who were depicted using the yearbook photos were white and those who got the mugshots as pictures in the newspaper were Black.

The discrepancy between the ways in which the Black and white criminals were treated by the media received significant comment. In the paper’s defense, the Iowa Gazette editor Zack Kucharski blamed the discrepancy between the two sets of pictures on “police procedure and newsroom policies.” “Our policy is focused on getting the best images and information to the public in a timely manner. Race is never a factor.”

B. Social Psychology and the Symbolic Assailant

Though media and the police may argue that race is never a factor, social psychologists have long explored the extent to which unconscious racial biases affect decision making. In this regard, research from social psychology provides support for the creation of Black symbolic assailants. The association between Blacks and crime

---
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187 Id. When Brock Turner, the Stanford swimmer who was arrested for raping an unconscious woman in January 2015, media outlets used yearbook photo rather than his booking photo. One discussion of why this occurred was because unlike most cases, the Santa Clara County Sherriff’s Office did not post his arrest photo in a public format. Cf. Elahe Izadi & Abby Ohlheiser, Why You Are Only Now Seeing the Stanford Sex Offender’s Mugshots, WASH. POST (June 7, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2016/06/06/where-is-stanford-sex-offender-brock-turners-mugshot-here/.

188 Id.
may be as implicit associations—below the level of consciousness. The stereotype of African Americans as violent and criminal has been documented by social psychologists for almost sixty years.

Using experiments, social psychologists have shown that association of Blacks with criminality affects individuals’ memory of who has a deadly razor in subway scene. Other research shows that whites’ negative evaluation of ambiguously aggressive behavior is much more likely when the research subject is shown someone who is African American. Whites are also much more likely to categorize non-weapons as weapons when they are shown such items in the hands of African Americans. Finally, the speed at which whites decide to shoot an individual holding a weapon is shorter if they are African-American than if they are white.

Police officers, particularly patrol officers, are often forced to make hasty decisions within the course of their jobs. With respect to the use of deadly force, Tennessee v. Garner allows police to use deadly force to prevent the escape of a suspect only if the officer has probable cause to believe that the suspect poses a significant threat of death or serious physical injury to the officer or another. As we have seen from the killings of more than 100 unarmed Blacks in 2015 and 2016, errors in calculation—the deadly shooting or killing of an individual who poses no credible threat to the officer—frequently occurred when the potential assailant is African American.

There is conflicting data on whether police officers are more likely to shoot an unarmed black person or an unarmed white person. Census data puts the number of African Americans at 13% and the

194 Example of situations where the individual killed arguably posed no credible threat to the officer include Walter Scott, Jonathan Ferrell and Eric Garner.
195 Sonya Rastogi, Tallese D. Johnson, Elizabeth M. Hoeffel &
number of whites at approximately 72% of the U.S. population. With respect to the number of shootings of unarmed individuals that occur, a *Washington Post* analysis of unarmed shootings occurring in cities around the United States in 2015 revealed that, though a greater number of whites were shot, African Americans were five times more likely to be shot than whites. The Center for Policing Equity (CPE) analyzed records documenting the use of force by police in twelve police departments located in geographically and demographically diverse areas of the United States. Similar to the *Washington Post*’s analysis, African Americans were more likely to have force used against them. The racial disparity the CPE researchers found in the use of force was present in each of the several categories of use of force—firearm, OC spray, and Taser—studied.

When one moves beyond data regarding the use of force to other measures of police-citizen interaction, the picture that emerges is incontrovertible: police officers treat African Americans differently than they treat whites. The idea of a symbolic assailant at the foremost of police officers’ consciousness means that African
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Americans are more likely to face police violence because of their race. Even the work of Fryer found, not suggested, similar to the work of Charles Epp and his co-authors that African Americans were likely to face more brutality in the context of police encounters. We don’t know whether this translates to an increased likelihood of being shot unless we are actually able to observe the encounter between law enforcement officer and citizen prior to the shooting.

Scholars attribute many of the police shootings of African Americans to implicit biases. Social psychologists posit that implicit biases—judgments resulting from subtle cognitive processes—affect individuals in many ways. Not only do implicit biases affect the way a person interprets behavior, but it also affects how a person responds to a particular behavior. L. Song Richardson examined a study of people’s reaction to certain behavior: they were shown videos of people shoving each other. One video was of two white people, one of two Black people, and the other of two people from different races. The people saw the behavior as more violent and aggressive when the video was of two Black people and when the aggressor was Black. However, they saw the video as playful when there were two white people and where the aggressor was white. Next, Richardson examined a study revealing that aggression is manifested more towards minorities than to whites. In that study, a group of people were asked to complete a task, in which either a photo of a Black or white person would flash in front of them. This occurred 130 times. When it was time for the last photo, the computer ceased operating and the participants would have to start the process over from the beginning. The participants were angrier and more aggressive if they were shown Black faces instead of white faces. Richardson concluded that:

These implicit biases have relevance to police-citizen interactions. As will be discussed more fully in Part III, officers engaged in proactive policing are making judgments of criminality based upon their interpretation of a target’s ambiguous behaviors. Implicit biases can disadvantage nonwhites because officers are more likely to interpret their ambiguous behaviors as suspicious. Then, when the officer
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approaches the individual to confirm his suspicions, he may unintentionally and non-consciously act aggressively. When the target responds in-kind, the officer will likely interpret the targets seemingly unprovoked aggressive response as evidence that the target is dangerous. This will make the officer more likely to conduct a frisk for weapons. This series of events can explain why officers often make incorrect judgments of criminality when the target is nonwhite as opposed to white.206

There are several repercussions and biases that officers may hold because of these implicit biases. The number of Blacks that cops stop and frisk is significantly higher than the number of whites that cops stop and frisk.207 Two particularly interesting biases that officers exhibit are shooter bias and attentional bias.208 Studies show that cops are more likely to shoot an unarmed Black person, especially a Black man, than shoot an armed white person.209 Attentional bias is a subconscious drawing of attention to Black people and the increase in attention that Black people are shown over white people.210 These biases are attributed to the idea that Black people are more threatening, more dangerous, and feared more than white people.211 These biases lead to police officers interpreting behavior and handling situations involving Black people differently than those with white people.212 For example, Terry v. Ohio213 is supposed to be a safeguard to keep police officers from being able to stop and frisk whomever they would like. However, Terry does not account for such implicit biases that may cause an officer to interpret the behavior of

206 Id. at 274.
207 Richardson, supra note, 100, at 1149.
208 Id. at 1150-51.
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213 In this landmark case, establishing the standard that an officer needed reasonable suspicion to stop and frisk an individual, the officer saw men walking in front of a store and thought they might be trying to rob the place. The officer stopped and frisked the men and found a gun on one of them. Richardson suggests that had the men been white, the officer might not have interpreted their behavior as suspicious. See Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968); id. See also, Richardson, supra note 100.
C. Dehumanization and the Symbolic Assailant: Social Psychological Support for Symbolic Assailant

Social psychologists suggest that dehumanization serves as one potential explanation for why police officers treat African Americans so poorly.215 Dehumanization—“the denial of full humanness”—allows officers to remove or reduce social or legal protections from those who are dehumanized.216 Considered not fully human, dehumanized subjects may be seen as less capable of feeling pain, and so may be subjected to greater use of force. Historically, the process of dehumanization has been a requirement for extreme forms of state violence like genocide.217

Social psychologist Philip Atiba Goff has studied the effect of implicit dehumanization of African Americans on police.218 One set of studies by Goff and his colleagues evaluated how dehumanization of African Americans children might affect the use of force.219 In the first of the studies using police as subjects, Goff and his colleagues gave sixty police officers in a large city computer tests measuring their level of dehumanizing attitudes.220 Respondents were also given the IAT, a test which measures the degree to which individuals hold implicit biases.221 Next, the respondents were given a series of crime scenarios involving men who were either Black, white, or Latino.222 Finally, respondents were asked to give the age of the individuals involved, and whether each had actually committed the crime described.223

After the officers finished these tasks, with the assistance of the police
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department’s Internal Affairs division, the researchers linked the test results with their use of force history contained in their personnel files.\textsuperscript{224} The use of force records contained in the officers’ personnel files were required whenever an officer made any physical contact with a civilian and were ranked in order of the level of severity. The use of force incidents ranged from the deployment of takedown/wrist lock to use of deadly force (firearm or carotid choke hold).\textsuperscript{225}

Goff and his colleagues found significant evidence of implicit racial bias. The researchers found that police officers overestimated the ages of Black and Latino crime suspects. Analyzing the use of force and officer’s dehumanization, researchers found that the implicit dehumanization of Blacks “was a significant predictor of racial disparities in the use of force against child suspects . . . . [T]he more officers implicitly associated Blacks with apes, the more officers had used force against Black children relative to children of other races.”\textsuperscript{226}

Implicit associations between Blacks and criminality may also explain significant divides with respect to race in public opinion data post-Ferguson. The Pew Research Center conducted a survey in early December of 2014.\textsuperscript{227} Their results revealed, for instance, that 64% of whites believed that the grand jury’s decision not to charge Darren Wilson in the death of Ferguson teenager, Michael Brown, was the right decision.\textsuperscript{228} By contrast, 80% of Blacks surveyed felt that the grand jury’s refusal to charge Wilson was the wrong decision.\textsuperscript{229} Whites’ attitudes were also reflected in their evaluation of the legal process. Sixty percent of whites believe that race was not a factor in the grand jury’s decision not to charge Wilson.\textsuperscript{230} Blacks felt quite differently; 64% of Blacks believed that race was a major factor in the grand jury’s decision not to charge Wilson.\textsuperscript{231}
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D. Eradicating the Symbolic Assailant

If there is a belief that the boogeyman is Black, our current level of interracial social contact does little to dispel such false notions. Rising tolerance and changing attitudes toward racial intermarriage has not affected our level of social intermixing. In fact, in most contexts, there are massive levels of social separation and physical distance between Black and whites. For many middle and upper class Americans, the majority of the time we spend relaxing is spent in the neighborhoods in which we live—which are segregated spaces. Analysis of the 2010 Census reveals that the typical white person lives in a neighborhood that is 75% white.

Though the survey data on tolerance for housing integration shows that most Americans support removing legal restrictions to housing integration, both the data on housing choice and move-in violence suggest broad support among whites, Asian Americans and Latinos for the (segregated) status quo. The Multicity Study of Urban Inequality in Los Angeles asked whites, African Americans, Asians, and Latinos who they would feel comfortable living around, regardless of class of the neighborhood. The results revealed that African-Americans are the least preferred neighbor among the races.

Many middle class African Americans understand this hostility that whites feel toward them as neighbors. Some of those who ignore white hostility and end up crossing the color line face move-in violence—acts of harassment and hate crime directed at minorities who have moved to white neighborhoods. This violence, which I have termed “anti-integrationist violence,” can take the form of vandalism, cross burning, assault, and arson. It is not limited to any particular area of the country. Between 1990 and 2010, I identified more than 400 reported incidents directed at minorities who had moved to all-white or predominately white neighborhoods, in the North, South, Midwest and Western United States. (See Figure 1).
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Though most workplaces may be more diverse than most neighborhoods, it may be a mistake to see workplaces as a good locale for cross-cultural interaction. Who we interact within the workplace matters. A survey by the Public Religion Research Institute (PRRI) suggests many whites primarily socialize with other whites. In the Public Religion and Values Survey in 2013, PRRI tried to get a sense of the race of the individuals who comprised respondents’ social networks.\footnote{See, \textit{Analysis: Race and Americans Social Networks}, PUB. RELIGION RES. INST.,http://publicreligion.org/research/2014/08/analysis-social-network/#.Vae1T-u7595 (last visited Sept. 5, 2015).} Respondents were asked the name of two to seven people with whom they had talked about “important matters” in the preceding six months.\footnote{Id.} They were then asked to describe the race, gender, and other demographic identifiers for these individuals.\footnote{Id.}

In the survey, PRRI found that most whites’ social networks are
overwhelmingly white. With respect to whites, 91% of the individuals who make up their social networks are also white. Just 5% of the individuals with whom whites discussed important matters in the previous six months were people of different races. The differences were not as stark for people of other racial backgrounds. Latinos have the most diverse social networks with 64% of the people in their social networks also being Latino. Nineteen percent of the individuals in Latino social networks were white and 9% were some other race. For African Americans, 83% of individuals who comprise their social networks are also Black, 8% are white and 6% of another racial background.

In a country where negative stereotypes of blackness are so powerfully linked with criminality, racial separation is not neutral. As white homogenous environments become equated with safety, mixed neighborhoods appear dangerous and unsafe. It is clear who is causing the danger. African Americans, regardless of class, become the symbolic assailant, suspect even when headed to their own neighborhoods. They are automatically “out of place” suspicious when they appear unexpectedly in white neighborhoods. Police practices which give credence to the symbolic Black assailant by stopping African Americans more in white neighborhoods only confirm what neighborhood residents already believe—these Black people in coming into their neighborhood, are always, regardless of the circumstances, potential outsiders.

PART IV. REFORM

Despite the role that the Black symbolic assailant may play in Americans’ subconscious, there have been attempts to address the symbolic assailant. Some of these have been citizen-led efforts in the form of protests; others have been federal, state and local government responses. Below, I detail some of the most significant government responses aimed at police reform.

A. Criminal or Civil Charges Against Officers
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Officers treating African Americans in a manner that whites are not treated violates the Fourteen Amendment. A potentially more robust remedy may be civil rights charges for Fourth Amendment violations or in the alternative, criminal charges against the officers. The logic here is that the threat of charges will serve as a deterrent against bad behavior. Unfortunately, neither of these are likely to lead to significant changes because of the manner in which they are structured. As policing now works, police are granted the discretion to decide that someone is a threat. After someone is killed, if the prosecutor decides to conduct an examination of police behavior, they, and sometimes grand juries, examine the officers' actions.

Activists frequently push for criminally charging officers. In addition to bringing justice in particular cases, many believe that criminal charges against the officers involved will create a disincentive for other officers to engage in brutality. There are a variety of problems with this particular approach. First, the remedy of criminally charging officers would only be used in the most extreme of cases since prosecutors rarely bring criminal charges against police officers who have killed Black civilians.245 Only a small percentage of police shootings or killing of unarmed suspects result in criminal charges brought against police officers.246 One study conducted by researchers and the Washington Post found of the thousands of individuals shot by police between 2005 and 2015, just fifty-four officers were charged.247 Prosecutors tended to bring charges only in the most extreme of cases, involving individuals who were not just unarmed, but also were shot in the back and with testimony from other officers supporting the charges.248 Video of the incident also tended to lead to the charges. Even then, officers were likely to escape conviction; the majority of cases did not result in the officers being convicted.249

When officers are charged, idea of Black criminality looms large, and is frequently too much for jurors, or even a judge to dismiss. Even in
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cases that may seem straightforward enough to result in charges by prosecutors, did not result in conviction. Three high profile cases in which officers shot and killed unarmed black men and were charged, but were not convicted in 2016, occurred in Baltimore, Charleston and Cincinnati. Six officers were charged in the death of Freddie Gray, which was ruled a homicide by the medical examiner; three were acquitted by Judge Barry Williams.\(^{250}\) The trial of Ray Tensing, the officer who shot and killed Samuel DuBose in Cincinnati, ended in mistrial as the jury of two Blacks and ten whites were unable to agree on a conviction.\(^{251}\) In the case of Michael Slager, the Charleston police officer who shot Walter Scott, a jury of one Black and eleven white jurors also resulted in a mistrial.\(^{252}\)

The failure to convict officers accused of shooting unarmed Black civilians, even in high profile cases like these suggest that criminal charges against officers may not provide the deterrence that advocates of these solutions believe they provide.

\[ \text{B. Increasing the Legitimacy of the Police} \]

Arguably, the most comprehensive nationwide policy response was issued by President Obama’s 21st Century Task Force on Policing (Task Force). The Task Force convened in December 2014 and heard months of testimony from academics, community members and legal experts. In May of 2015, the Task Force issued its final report, a comprehensive ninety-nine-page report with fifty-one recommendations and more than seventy action items for improving


police legitimacy. The recommendations ranged from fairly soft mechanisms designed to increase police legitimacy, to fairly substantial changes that would drastically affect police procedures around the country.

Several recommendations are specifically aimed at fostering better relationships between police officers and communities. Many of these recommendations consciously reflect the logic of community policing efforts. Community policing encourages law enforcement officers to work with neighborhood residents as community partners in the effort to treat people with more respect. This particular strategy might decrease the number of fatalities—which is, of course, a positive development.

Treating the African American population with more respect and developing community police partnerships are soft measures for changing the way in which police operate. Such measures may improve some encounters between police and citizens, but it is unlikely to be a magic bullet for improving police relations, particularly if racialized policing continues. The problem with calls for increasing the legitimacy of the police by increasing politeness, respect, and community partnership is that they do not respond to the issue of racialized police practices. There is clear evidence of
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254 Take for instance, Recommendation 1.1. This recommendation called on law-enforcement culture to “embrace a guardian mindset to build public trust in legitimacy. Toward that end, police and sheriffs’ departments should adopt procedural justice as the guiding principle for internal and external policies and practices to guide their interactions with the citizens they serve.” Id. at 1.
255 An example of a fairly substantial change in police procedure is Recommendation 2.10. This recommendation states: “law enforcement officers should be required to seek consent before search and explain that a person has a right to refuse consent when there is no warrant or probable cause. Furthermore, officers should ideally obtain written acknowledgment that they have sought consent to search in the circumstances.” Id. at 89.
256 See Tom Tyler, Trust and Legitimacy: Policing in the USA and Europe, 8 EUR. J. CRIMINOLOGY 254, 261 (2011) (Describing gains in trust that can be realized by employing policing procedures that the public view as procedurally fair); Tom Tyler and Jeffrey Fagan, Legitimacy and Cooperation: Why Do People Help Fight Crime in Their Communities? 6 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 231, 264–65 (2008).
racialized policing occurring.\textsuperscript{257}

A variety of factors suggest that community police partnerships and other “soft” measures are not likely to increase trust between African-Americans and the police. First, and perhaps most importantly, is the sheer number of police killings of unarmed African American men in cities around the country and the activism in response. More citizens are able to see graphic depiction of the death of those killed by police. Videos of a number of police killings of African Americans have been heavily, and graphically captured and distributed on social media.\textsuperscript{258} African-Americans fear the police because many individuals have been killed in routine traffic stops.\textsuperscript{259} Politeness and police community partnerships are unlikely to cut through the current level of fear. A final indicia of an impediment to the soft measures having significant effect on trust is research exploring the relationship between officer politeness and Black drivers’ dislike of racialized policing practice. Epp found that most African American drivers took offense at investigatory stops, even though officers who performed them were polite.\textsuperscript{260}

Though the reforms in the 21st Century Report might help eliminate some of the difficulties African Americans face with respect to the police, given the poor relationship between African Americans and police, there is a real limit to the ability of the reforms to disrupt the deep level of mistrust many African Americans have for the police. The recommendations in the report also do little to disrupt the empirical fallacies that lead police officers to see every African American as a symbolic assailant.\textsuperscript{261}

\hspace{1em}\textbf{C. Reorienting Police Work to Disrupt the Symbolic Assailant}

\textsuperscript{257} See supra Part II.
\textsuperscript{258} Lucy Bayly, Police Shootings Test New Era of Violent Social Media, NBC NEWS (July 09, 2016), http://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/police-shootings-test-new-era-violent-social-media-video-n605366. In addition to scholars’ accounts, there are a variety of databases now tracking the number of individuals killed by police. The \textit{Washington Post} database notes that 754 people have been shot by police in 2016. https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/police-shootings-2016/.
\textsuperscript{259} See Collman, supra note 143 (describing the killing of Philando Castile).
\textsuperscript{260} See EPP ET AL., supra note 104, at 70-71.
\textsuperscript{261} See supra Part III.
1. End the Investigatory Stop

Eradicating the myth of the symbolic assailant begins with changing long-standing practices that have developed that affect the relationship between African Americans and the police. The most significant factor affecting the relationship between African Americans and the police are the spaces in which the majority of African Americans encountered the police.

For most African Americans, like Americans of other backgrounds, the most likely place in which they will encounter the police is during a stop made while driving. As discussed in Part II, these are investigatory stops, and police officers’ power to do them stems from The Fourth Amendment.\(^{262}\) While the spaces where different races encounter the police are similar, as the research by Chuck Epp and others described in Part II suggests, the experiences of whites and African Americans, to take two different racial groups, is dramatically different. African Americans are stopped for reasons that have nothing to do with the manner in which they are driving. Such discriminatory stops affect how African Americans feel about the police in general and their behavior in situations in which the officer has made a legitimate stop.

To improve the relationship between African Americans and the police, Epp and his co-authors suggest that police departments must discontinue the practice of stopping individuals because they are suspicious.\(^{263}\) Because such stops are allowed under the Constitution such a change in policy would require departments to behave in a manner that is both more restrictive of the police and is more

\(^{262}\) The decisions in this context constitute a clear expansion of police rights. *Terry v. Ohio* allows officers to make stops so long as there is reasonable suspicion the individual is engaged in criminal activity. The Court’s decision in *Utah v. Strieff* potentially expands this power by lowering the burden even further. 136 S. Ct. 2056 (2016). In Strieff, the Court upheld evidence seized after a warrantless stop of an individual made by a police officer without probable cause or reasonable suspicion. The Court, in an opinion by Justice Thomas, reasoned that the evidence seized was attenuated from the illegal activity, so the exclusionary rule should not apply. *Id.* at 2056, 2061–64.

\(^{263}\) *Epp et al.*, supra note 104, at 169 (“[T]he message is simple: the benefits of investigatory stops are modest and greatly exaggerated, yet their costs are substantial and largely unrecognized. It is time to end this failed practice. Investigatory stops fail because they violate a widely shared norm of fair treatment. This norm requires that people should be treated as equal, respected members of society and not as second-class outsiders . . . .”).
protective of suspects’ rights than the U.S. Constitution.

It is not outrageous to assume that police departments would elect to behave in a manner more protective of individual rights than the U.S. Constitution requires. There are clear incentives for police to enact reforms that take away officers ability to stop individuals solely for reasons of suspicion. First, and most importantly, stops of African Americans based on suspicion and not on lawbreaking poison the relationship between the police and community. In addition, communities with poor police relations are much harder to police. Poor community and police relations make crime investigation more challenging. There is also the issue of resources. Investigative stops are based on officers’ hunches—their guesses that a particular individual is involved in lawbreaking. These unquantifiable guesses rarely pay off in the form of evidence. Poor police and community relations may even endanger officers’ safety. Some have argued that recent attacks on police officers by individuals who are mentally ill stem from poor relationships between police officers and African Americans.

Resistant to changes of the sort that I have suggested is by no means inevitable. Consider the case of Fayetteville, North Carolina. In 2013 a report of the Fayetteville police revealed that Blacks were stopped more than whites. The resulting controversy led to the departure of the police chief and city manager. The new police chief in Fayetteville, North Carolina, Chief Harold Medlock, elected to have officers eliminate the use of the investigatory stop, instead focusing on violations that “cost lives,” speeding and drunk driving. Officers in the department who had a reputation of disproportionately stopping Black drivers were forced out. Such changes drastically changed the rates of differential policing and improved the relationship with the African American community.

2. Creating the Space for “Conversion”

Changes such as ending the investigatory stop are a preliminary first step in eradicating the African American symbolic assailant. A more
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significant step involves changing the ways in which police officers see African Americans. Because of stereotypes, police practices and implicit bias, many police officers view African Americans predominantly as suspects. In order to change the ways in which so many police officers see African Americans, police training must change in a way that allows officers to see African Americans; not as suspects but as crime victims. I describe this process of conversion below.

I approach the idea of reform from the perspective of a police researcher who has seen officers’ productive interactions with people of color. In 1997, I spent six months observing a specialized police hate crime unit in a large white city. Afforded open access to the unit, I spent ten hours a day with the detectives. I went on investigations with them, had full access to their files and went to court with them.269

I have seen white officers transformed by the practice of providing services to victims of color. Through a process I describe as “Conversion” in my book *Policing Hatred*, ordinary police officers, many of whom were white 270 were transformed into committed advocates for victims of color. Officers became victim advocates as they did their work as detectives investigating and responding to crime.

Part of the conversion occurred because of the setting. The detectives often met with victims in their homes and took notes to write a detailed report. Many of the case files were filled with reports. Seeing individuals of color in a vulnerable space led to the conversion. You could see this in the perspective of officers who had done the work and also officers who had not.

One white officer who is clearly "converted" said:

Victims are powerless . . . [t]he victim has no one on his side. I want to say I’m going to take this injunction

269 I did not get to hold a gun like Jerry Skolnick did—in fact, in the only situation that involved danger, they made me stay in the car, but with that one exception I did everything that the cops did for the time that I was with them.

270 *Jeanine Bell, Policing Hatred: Law Enforcement Civil Rights and Hate Crime* (2002). Though there were several officers of color in the unit, most of the officers in the unit were white men.
and wrap this piece of paper around you. My protection will be with you. I bring my police power to the table to protect victims.271

In several comments, the detectives made clear that interacting with families and seeing them experience the pain led to their conversion. The political ideology of the officer was not relevant. As one detective noted, “no working cops get involved and don’t get converted. No cops leave the unit saying they couldn’t do that racial BS; more like they couldn’t do police work.”272

The attitudes the officers displayed towards minorities in the unit were fairly unusual based on what researchers have described in other contexts. Conversion transformed officers. Officers become fiercely attached to victims for two primary reasons. First, the process of becoming converted allowed police officers to learn on the job. They were investigating cases with real bad guys in a manner they believed was really part of police work. This was very important to their identity as cops.273 Second, the unit’s work provided officers an opportunity to see people of color in a very vulnerable space. Crime victims have extraordinary experiences. This not only humanized people of color for officers, it allowed them to assist with finding the individuals who committed the crime against them. Providing this assistance is something that resonated with the officers deeply, because it was connected with something that brought them to the force and something that they considered an essential part of the job.

Most of the detectives in the hate crime unit I studied had dramatically different relationships with the people they served in part because the police citizen interaction was organized so differently. This was reactive policing. The vast majority of the minority police interaction involved police officers investigating crimes that victimized minorities in traumatic ways.

One of the problems with proactive policing is that right now the only space MOST police see Blacks in is as law breakers, who take from their communities. The Broken Windows proactive policing approach

271 Id.
272 Id.
273 The police department had a community-policing program. The community-policing officer was an individual that they described as doing “social work.” Higher-ups in the unit insisted that a crime should never be given to the community-policing officer because it just wouldn’t be taken seriously.
has meant that officers’ interaction with communities has been focused on preventing crime by seeing African Americans as suspects—not by responding to citizen complaints. If we want to change the relationship that police officers have with minorities, we need to fundamentally change the roles that police officers have in minority communities. If police departments change the policing of minority communities to a much more reactive model, then police could focus on providing services to citizens. This is an unusual approach, but in my experience, it’s the only one that may change how officers actually see African Americans.

This Article has argued that Black men are frequently approached by police as symbolic assailants. As intersectionality theory suggests, the case of Black women is more complicated. Though officers may not see Black women as threatening as Black men, in several instances they have been harmed, and have even been killed by police. If we really want to change the culture of fear and disrupt the policing practices that treat Blackness as a marker of suspicion or lack of respect, police departments must shift their focus from one that relies on proactive policing to socialize officers to one that requires each officer to have some time where they interact with Black victims. Placing officers in situations where their primary functions are to provide services and respond to African Americans as victims will teach the officers that African Americans are citizens in need of services from the police.

Though the unit I studied is a hate crime unit, reorienting policing need not focus on hate crime. There is no shortage of African American victims. African Americans are victimized by crimes at incredibly high rates. Officers must be given tasks that allow them to interact with African Americans in the vulnerable space of being victimized.

CONCLUSION

Tamir Rice, Alton Sterling, and Philando Castile are contemporary society’s canaries in the coal mine. From the early 1900s until the mid-1980s, coal miners would carry down into the mine tunnels canary cages. If methane or carbon monoxide leaked into the mine, the gases would kill the canary before killing the miners, thus providing a warning to exit the tunnels immediately.

The deaths of Rice, Sterling, and Castile and too many others provide clear evidence to all of American society that Blacks and whites live
in radically different worlds. These killings say much about the progress we have made with respect to opportunity and civil rights in this country. What we say, feel, and how we address these shootings, says something about how much progress the American society has made with respect to racial tolerance. From sheer policing perspective, the symbolic assailant is troubling and dangerous. If the Black man is the symbolic assailant, police are giving a pass to white criminals and police are also turning off some particularized crime fighting knowledge.

Our lack of alarm to recent police violence says something important about who the police have become in twenty-first century United States. The increasing number of unarmed Blacks killed by police suggests that as a society we have ceded to the police the power to wield deadly force with significant discretion. Police killings of the marginalized with little explanation are a sign of far greater police influence than we have previously acknowledged. Our focus on the Black symbolic assailant helps divert our attention from the fact that police officers are killing unarmed white civilians too, just not as frequently. These deaths are frequently not reported in the mainstream media. For all of our sake, I hope we will examine whether the bargain we have made with police forces is worth it.

---

See Ruth Peterson & Lauren Krivo, DIVERGENT SOCIAL WORLDS: NEIGHBORHOOD CRIME AND THE RACIAL-SPATIAL DIVIDE 77 (2010) ("These divergent communities of color reflect the entrenched inequalities found in a racially structured society in which whites are highly privileged compared to other populations").